Solving the Optimal power flow (OPF) problem is an urgent task for power system operators. It aims at finding the control variables' optimal scheduling subjected to several operational constraints to achieve certain economic, technical and environmental benefits. The OPF problem is mathematically expressed as a nonlinear optimization problem with contradictory objectives and subordinated to both constraints of equality and inequality. In this work, a new hybrid optimization technique, that integrates the merits of cuckoo search (CS) optimizer, is proposed to ameliorate the krill herd algorithm (KHA)'s poor efficiency. The proposed hybrid CS-KHA has been expanded for solving for single and multi-objective frameworks of the OPF problem through 11 case studies. The studied cases reflect various economic, technical and environmental requirements. These cases involve the following objectives: minimization of non-smooth generating fuel cost with valve-point loading effects, emission reduction, voltage stability enhancement and voltage profile improvement. The CS-KHA presents krill updating (KU) and krill abandoning (KA) operator derived from cuckoo search (CS) amid the procedure when the krill updating in order to extraordinarily improve its adequacy and dependability managing OPF problem. The viability of these improvements is examined on IEEE 30-bus, IEEE 57-bus and IEEE 118-bus test system. The experimental results prove the greatest ability of the proposed hybrid meta-heuristic CS-KHA compared to other famous methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of optimal power flow (OPF) is significated considerable attention in recent years and has based its position among the main tools for the operation and planning of recent power systems. OPF is a nonlinear programming problem. The major objective is to find the correct adjustment of its control variables that optimize specific objective functions/functions while sufficient the operational constraints of equality and inequality at specified loading settings and defined system parameters [1] [2] [3] .
The OPF has been applied to regulate the production of real powers, generators terminal voltages, setting of transformer taps, shunt reactors/capacitors and other control variables to improve the power system requirements by minimizing the production fuel costs, reducing the network active power losses, enhance the voltage stability and voltage profile at load buses. The previous requirements are achieved while all operational requirements are preserved within the accepted operation limitations as The voltages of load bus, the reactive power products of the generator, the network's power flows and whole other state variables in the power system within their assure and operational bounds.
In its most popular formulation, the OPF is static, a non-convex, wide-ranging optimization problem with both discontinuous and continuous control variables. Even in operating cost functions' absence of non-convex generators, prohibited operating zones (POZ) of generating units and discontinuous control variables, the OPF problem is a non-convex because of the presence of non-linear alternating current power flow equality constraints. The existence of discontinuous control variables, like transformer tap positions, phase shifters, switchable shunt devices, added more difficulty the formulation and solution of the problem.
The methods were evolving to solve OPF problem can be categorized into two types conventional and advanced optimization techniques. The traditional optimization techniques were used derivatives and gradient operators. These techniques are usually not capable to find or determine the global optimal. Several mathematical suppositions like analytic, convex and differential objective functions must be made to simplicity the problem. Nevertheless, the OPF's problem is a problem of optimization non-convex and non-smooth objective function in general. As a result, it is significant to evolve optimization methods that are effective in dominating these disadvantages and to treat this hardness effectively. The computational materials' evolution in recent decades has motivated to the development of advanced optimization methods that were so-called meta-heuristics.
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These techniques can dominate many disadvantages of conventional techniques [4] . Several of these recent techniques have been applied to solve the OPF problem like: Simulated Annealing (SA) [5] , Genetic Algorithm (GA) [6, 7] , Differential Evolution (DE) [8] , Tabu Search (TS) [9] , Imperialist Competitive Algorithm (ICA) [10] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [11] , adaptive real coded biogeography-based optimization (ARCBBO) [12] , Biogeography Based Optimization (BBO) [13, 14] , multiphase search algorithm [15] , Gbest guided artificial bee colony algorithm(Gbest-ABC) [16] , Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) [17] , Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [18] , Multi-objective Grey Wolf Optimizer (MOGWO) [19] , black-hole-based optimization (BHBO) [20] , Teaching Learning based Optimization (TLBO) [21] , Sine-Cosine Optimization algorithm (SCOA) [22] , Group Search Optimization (GSO) [23] , hybrid algorithm of particle swarm optimizer with grey wolves(PSO-GWO) [24] , quasi-oppositional teaching-learning based optimization [31] have been incorporated into it. Meanwhile, many state-of-the-art meta-heuristic techniques, like Improved Colliding Bodies Optimization (ICBO) [32] , Moth Swarm Algorithm (MSA) [33] , Moth-Flame Optimization (MFO) [34] , cuckoo search [35] , firefly algorithm [36] and Backtracking Search Optimization Algorithm (BSA) [37] Surveys of different meta-heuristics used to solve the problem of OPF are offered in [25] The applications of these methods on different size systems lead to competitive results and therefore were favorable and encouraging for more study in this trend. Furthermore, because of the objectives' contrast where various functions can be envisaged for modeling the OPF problem, of course not technique can be seen as the preferable in solving whole OPF problems. Hence, it is constantly needed to have a novel technique that can successfully solve several of the OPF problems.
Optimization is turning a area of request to analysts, particularly since a framework's the competence depends on obtaining an arrangement an order that can be acquired through suitable optimization technique. It is a method in order to discover the perfect solution next assessing the cost function that denotes the association among the system framework and its limitations. Presently, meta-heuristic algorithms are being formed in many regions for example crossbreeding, multi-objective type, binary type, preparing multi-layer perceptron and ways as Lé vy flight, operator, and chaos theory. Most of these improvements happened because the deterministic and evolutionary components are used [23] . A perfect incorporation of global and local search has intensive local exploration and global exploration [25] .
Krill herd method (KH) first suggested by Gandomi and Alavi in 2012 [26] and because it performs well, many optimization strategies such as chaotic theory [27, 28, 36] , Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) [29] and colonial competitive differential evolution (CCDE) [30] have been hybridized with the fundamental KH algorithm as mutation operator with the objective of further enhancing the performance of KHA. Furthermore, to make KHA perform in the most ideal way, a parametric study has been conducted through an array of standard benchmark functions [38] .
Furthermore, KHA is a new population-build swarm computation [26] in view of the Lagrangian and revolutionary conduct of krill people in wildlife for utilization and investigation in a problem of optimization. KH computation occasionally is not able to must avoid local optimum [27] and [28] .
Firstly, as portrayed here, a successful hybrid Meta heuristic cuckoo search krill herd (CS-KHA) technique in light of KHA and CS is initially suggested to accelerate convergence. In CSKH, we use an essential KHA to select an encouraging solution set. Consequently, krill updating (KU) and krill abandoning (KA) operator started from CS algorithm are added to the method. The KU operator is to a decent encouraging arrangement; while KA operator is made use of further improving the investigation of the CS-KHA to substitute the worse krill's a small amount at the finale of every generation.
The performance of this approach is utilized to keep away from local optimum and obtain a worldwide ideal solution, in addition, minimal computational time to achieve the ideal solution, local minimum evasion, and quicker convergence, which produce them suitable for viable implementations for solving various constrained optimization problems. The purpose of this article is to develop an improved KHA called CS-KHA to solve OPF problem. So as to proven the evolution of the CS-KHA, its efficiencies are compared to CS, KHA and other wellknown optimization methods.
The rest of article is structured in the next form: The following segment outlines the formulation of the OPF problem; meanwhile, section 3 depicts the algebraic equation of CS-KHA. Section 4 shows the simulation's results and discussion. While the finally conclusion of this paper is in section 5.
II. FORMULATION OF OPTIMAL POWER FLOW (OPF)
The problem of OPF aims at finding the control variables' optimal setting through minimizing /maximizing a predefined objective function while a collection of equality and inequality constraints satisfied. OPF considering the system's operating limit, hence it can be defined like a non-linear constrained optimization problem.
Subject to:
Where, is the independent variable or control's vector, is the dependent variables or state's vector. Objective functions of OPF, g( , ): set of inequality constraints, ℎ( , ): set of equality constraints.
A. Control variables
The vector of power network control variables is expressed as follows [37]:
Where, i G P is the -th active power bus generator. Chosen from bus 1 as swing bus is represented just and any one of the generator buses can be swing bus. i G V is the voltage magnitude at -th voltage controlled generator bus, is the -th branch transformer tap, is the shunt compensation at -th bus.
, and are the generators' number, transformers and shunt VAR compensators. Any value within its range can be assumed as a control variable. Practically, transformer taps are not constant. Be that as it may, the tap settings indicated are in p.u. and outright voltage's estimation is not represented. Subsequently, for the aim of this study and to compare with previously described results, all control variables including tap settings are viewed constant for general cases of study.
B. State (dependent) variables
The power system's state variables can be expressed through vector as:
where, 1 G P is the active power of generator at slack bus, i G Q is the generator's reactive power linked to bus , is the -th load bus's bus voltage (PQ bus) and -th line's line loading of is specified by. and are the load buses' number and lines of transmission respectively [40] .
C. Power System Constraints
As aforesaid earlier, the problem of OPF presents both operational constraints on equality and inequality. These constraints are defined as follows:
C.1. Equality constraints
In OPF, the reactive and real power equilibrium equations are represented the system constraints of equality are formulated as for all system buses: 
C.2. Inequality constraints
The inequality's constraint in the OPF reflects the equipment's operating limit in the power system, and too reflects the limitation of the line and the load bus to ensure the safety of the system. a) Generator constraints:
min max
b) Transformer constraints:
c) Shunt compensator constraints:
d) Security constraints:
The control variables in constraints of inequality are self-limiting. The technique of optimization chooses a viable value for every like variable within the determined scope. Efficient methods for dealing with constraints of inequality related to dependent or state variables.
III. SUGGESTED HYBRID TECHNIQUE

A. KH technique
The KH technique is built on the natural inspiration of conduct krill individuals' imitation in the krill population. The KH technique is motivated by krill activities like [26] : 1/The movement of other krill individuals is induced; 2/Food search activity; 3/random scattering. The optimization technique has the ability to search for an uncertain search space.
• Lagrangian model is extended to an n-dimensional decision space: 
where, best C is the krill individual's effective coefficient with the preferable fitness for the first k th krill, It is used to improve exploration, I is the current iterations' number, and max I is the iterations' maximum number.
Foraging activities/movements are mathematically calculated as follows:
The foraging action consists of two major parameters. Premier is the position of the food next k F , followed by the preceding experiment k  around the position of the food.
next 
Where, t is the krill's position.
B. Cuckoo search
Through optimizing the conduct of some cuckoo species, CS is suggested that is swarm intelligence's a type technique for optimization problems. In CS, Lé vy flights are consolidated that decides the cuckoo's walking steps. For simplicity in portraying CS, Yang and Deb adopted some of the idealized rules. For instance, every cuckoo is just relating to one egg; the preferable nests would be preserved and not be obliterated; the possible host nest number is unchangeable, and an egg is recognized through the host bird with a possibility. In CS, every egg in a nest shows a solution. The CS is to take use of the recently created better solutions in place of a moderately poor solution. In this research, we just looked at every nest that merely had an egg. Thus, in this research, the difference between the nest egg and solution was not identified. The CS technique can make a good harmony between a local arbitrary walk and the irregular global exploratory walk using a switching parameter. The former one can be represented as
Where t j X and t k X are two various solutions choice at random, H(u) is function of a Heaviside , ε is a number of random drawn from a regular distribution, and sis the step size. For the global random walk, it is combined with Lé vy flights as follows:
Here, 0  is the scaling factor of step size.
C. Proposed Hybrid CS-KHA procedure
To ameliorate the fundamental's the search capacity KH technique; genetic techniques are added to the method [26] . Numerical outcomes when contrast with Copyright © 2019 MECS I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2019, 9, 1-17 other methods displays that KH II (only added crossover operator) performed the best. In any case, KH can sometimes find it hard to come up with better solutions to several complicated problems. Consequently, in this article, a novel meta-heuristic technique by prompting KU operator and KA operator into KH to form a recent hybrid method, named CS-KHA is used to manage an OPF problem. The introduced KU/KA operators are roused by the authoritative CS algorithm. As such, in this paper, the property of cuckoo used in CS is supplemented to the krill to create excellent krill's a sort that can play out the KU/KA operator. The contrast amongst CSKH and KH is that the KU operator as a local search tool is used to adjust the new solution for every krill rather than rand walks used as KH's part (whereas in KH II, genetic generation techniques are employed). While KA operator is used to enhance further the exploration the method's ability by replacing some nests randomly thereby constructing new solutions. By the blending of CS and KH, CSKH can investigate the new search space with standard KH technique and KA operator and exploit the population information by KU operator. The main step of KU/KA operators used in CSKH method is presented by Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.
Algorithm 1 KU operator Begin
Get a krill i and update its solution using Lé vy flights using Equation (25) .
Evaluate its quality i F Select a krill j randomly.
Replace j with the novel solution and take the novel solution as
Update the position of krill using equation (22) 
End if 12. End for 13.end
Firstly in the proposed method, standard KHA uses three movements to look for the best solutions and engage these movements to lead the candidate solutions for the following generation. In this, KU operator is then employed to carry out local search intensively to achieve better solutions. This operator can since it abuses the search space by Lé vy flight. Towards the end of each generation, the KA operator is employed to additionally ameliorate the CS-KHA's the exploration by replacing the worse krill's a fraction (pa) .Along these lines, this component used in CS-KHA can completely extend the strong the KHA's exploration and gain overcome the absence of the KHA's weak exploitation . Above all, this technique can additional unwind the inconsistency among exploration and exploitation effectively. Furthermore, another basic change is the presentation of elitism scheme into the CSKH. Likewise, with other population-based methodologies, we employ a further focused elitism technique to hold the preferable solutions for the population. That elitism system forbids the preferable krill from existence demolished through three movements and KU/KA operator. By joining previously mentioned KU/KA operator and concentrated elitism design into unique KH technique to form a new CSKH algorithm (see Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 3 CSKH algorithm Begin
Step 1: Initialization. Set the t =1,the population P, max ,, f VD and max N , a p and KEEP .
Step 2: Fitness evaluation.
Step 3: While t MaxGeneration do. Step 4: end while End.
IV. OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS AND STUDIED CASES
A few contextual investigations with unique and multiobjective have been made for networks IEEE 30-bus, IEEE 57-bus and IEEE 118-bus test systems. The essential characteristics of this networks exam system are given in [33] .
A. IEEE 30 Bus system results
A.1.Studied Cases
A total of 8 studies of cases were implementing in the first exam system (IEEE 30-bus exam system). The first two cases studies reduced OPF's single objective function. The rest is multi-objective optimization, which translates into a single target with a weighting factor, as in numerous past studies and recreated here. The definitions of the studied cases are expressed as follows:
Case 1: fuel cost's minimization
This is the fundamental OPF's objective function in all studies. The relationship among fuel cost ($/h) and power generation Power (MW) is generally offered by two relationships, so the target function to be is reported as:
Where i a , i b , i c are the -th generator's cost coefficients generating produce power. IEEE 30-bus system generators' cost coefficients can be seen in [39] .
Case 2: fuel cost's minimization taking into account valve point effect
The impact of the valve point should be taken into account for further practical and exact fuel cost function's modeling. The generating units with multi-valve steam turbines display a more prominent variety in the fuel-cost functions [32] . The valve loading multi-valve steam turbines' impact is modeled as function of sinusoidal, which's the absolute value is added to the fundamental cost function. The steam plant's actual cost curve function becomes non-continuous. The aim of reducing fuel cost of generating with valve-point effect is presented by [40] :
Where, i d and i e are the coefficients that show the valve-point loading effect. The factors applied for calculations are given in [37] .
Case 3: Fuel cost's minimization and voltage stability enhancement
Voltage dependability issues are accepting developing consideration in power systems as network breakdown have been experienced in last because of instability of voltage. Under normal condition and in the wakw of being subjected to unsettling influence, the power system's steadiness is portrayed through its capacity to keep up whole bus voltages in suitable boundaries. A system goes into voltage instability's a condition when an unsettling influence, augmentation in load demand or variation in system term causes a dynamic and wild abatement in voltage [14] . Systems with long lines of transmission and overwhelming loading are further inclined to the problem of voltage instability. In power system, a system's enhancing voltage stability is a vital part. Each bus's -index fills in as perfect power system stability's marker [42] . The index's value can be between 0 and 1, where 0 existence the no load case whereas 1 is the voltage collapse. If a power system has NL load (PQ) buses' number and NG generator (PV) buses' number , L-index Lj's value of bus is can be explained as:
LG Y sub-matrices and are gotten from YBUS system matrix next separating load (PQ) buses and generator (PV) buses as shown in (29) .
The indicator max L varies among 0 and 1 where the minimal the indicator, the further the system stable. Thus, enhancing voltage stability can be obtained by the reducing of max L . Hence, the objective function can be formulated as:
Where, max L is chosen weight factor's value L  is 100.
Case 4: Fuel cost's minimization and emission
Electrical power's generation from traditional energy's sources releases dangerous gases for the environment. The nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur oxides (SOx)'s amount and emission in tones per hr (t/h) is higher with augmented in generated power (in p.u. MW) next the relationship presented in Eq. (33) .
 are all coefficients of emission provided in [41] .
Therefore, the objective function of this case is given by:
The weight factors are chosen as = 100 in this case.
Case 5: fuel cost's minimization and voltage deviation
Deviation of voltage is voltage quality's a measure in the network. The deviation's index is too vital from the security part. The indicator is expressed as cumulative voltages deviation of whole load buses in the network from nominal unity's value. Mathematically it is formulated as:
The combining fuel cost's objective function and deviation of voltage is:
Where, factor of weight is give a value of 100 as in [32, 33] .
Case 6: Fuel cost minimization and active power loss
The power loss in system of transmission is certain because the lines have latent resistance. The active power loss to be reduced is formulated as:
A multi-objective case that aims at reducing fuel cost and active power loss simultaneously is transformed into single objective as:
Where, loss P is the active power loss and factor's value p  is selection as 40.
Case 7: Fuel cost's minimization and voltage stability's enhancement
The objective function's formulation , comprising of both fuel cost taking into account the valve-point effect and voltage stability, this case's the objective function can be expressed as: 
The choice weight factor is too 100.
Case 8: fuel cost's minimization, emission, voltage deviation and losses
Four objectives are put together for this case study. Fuel cost, emission, voltage deviation and active power loss in the network are whole reduced together. The objective function is presented by:
The weight factors are choice as in [33] with E  = 19, VD  = 21 and p  = 22 to balance between the objectives.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For optimizing's case 1 essential fuel cost, CS-KHA algorithms can produce to fuel costs of 799.0595 $/h which satisfies all the system constraints, complying to the vital constraints of inequality on generator reactive power, load bus voltage and line capacity . Amongst whole the constraints of inequality , constraint on load bus voltage was discovered to be vital as the load buses' operating voltages are sometimes establish to be close the boundaries. Using the 3-methods (CS, KHA and CS-KHA), recent studies recorded better results when compared with present study are presented in table 2. The valve-point effect is studied for case 2 to achieve at a rise in cost than in case 1 with conclusive value of 830.0981$/h, get by CS-KHA. In a nutshell, in spite of the variation in efficiency is seen between three methods, produce one or more technique's outcome used in our work are better than most of the results revealed in past literatures on the problem of OPF are presented in table 2.
Case 3 to case 8 are for OPF with multi-objective for 30-bus system. In these case studies, the joined objective function's fitness is the significant factor in ranking the different optimization techniques' outcome out. For a significant comparison, other techniques' fitness value is calculated and provided here employing the different objective functions' are weight factor. In multi-objective cases, an adjustment in weight factor e.g. elevated weight factor on fuel cost in case 3 the best values of both fuel cost and the system load buses' , CS-KHA gives preferable produce of 799.5625 and 0.1251 respectively, superior to the other comparable algorithms as appears in the table 2. Two objectives of cost and emission are concurrently reduced in case 4. Along with the fitness value, CS-KHA is at the cost and emission's least values in compared with in compared with other techniques presented in table 4.
Minimizing cost and voltage deviation ( )'s in case 5, is achieved by CS-KHA which is the least among all other comparable techniques as appear in table 4.
In case 6 will reduce the cost and power loss. Table 3 shows' quick review that any these techniques' one or more CS, KHA and CS-KHA can give the preferable fitness values in whole the cases. Despite the fact that the [37] 799.0760 CBO [32] 830.473 BSA [37] 800.3340 0.1259 MSA [33] 800.5099 ECBO [32] 830. 587 ICBO [32] 799.3277 0.1252 BBO [37] 799.1267 DE [37] 830.4425 MDE [33] 802.0991 0.13744
Copyright © 2019 MECS I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2019, 9, 1-17 Cost, real power loss, emission and voltage deviation concurrently reduced four objectives are in case 8. Along with the fitness value, CS-KHA is at the cost and loss's least values in contrast with MSA [33] and FPA [33] , as shown in Table 6 . Graphical comparison the convergence of three proposed techniques for Case 1 and Case 2 of the objective functions related to the fuel cost is shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. The convergence speeds are Not distinctly various between the techniques. Be that as it may, fast and surprising convergence is seen for both KHA and CS-KHA during the search process's first phase. KHA converges to the ideal solution more consistently. Two-objective cases' convergences are given in Fig.3.  (3.a and 3.b) , Fig. 4 . and Fig. 5. (5.a and 5.b ). For clarity, only one technique's convergence achieving optimal fitness value is shown in the graph. Table 7 . Shows the statistical summary of 30 runs using three proposed algorithm as the fundamental search technique for each study carried out. The columns denote the best, worst, average and standard deviation values of the objective function in every case. It is clear that no single technique is capable to issue the best mean values in whole the cases. CS-KHA is found to be superior to KHA and CS in all cases for 30-bus and 57-bus system.
Comparison among CS, KHA and CS-KHA
A. Results of IEEE 57-bus test system
So as to exam the usability of the suggested CS-KHA technique, a greater test system is take into account in this article, which is the IEEE 57-bus test system. 57-bus system's general system data are given in [43] .
CASE 9: fuel cost minimization
The goal of this case is to reduce the total generating fuel cost. Hence, this case's the objective function is presented by (27) . The CS-KHA is implementation so as to get the optimal settings for this case and the gained results are presented in Table 8 . In this case minimizing the fuel cost's fundamental objective produce to a value of 41660.2273 $/h by CS-KHA, the most minimal when compared with other recent studies' substantial results as seen in Table 9 .
CASE 10: Fuel cost minimization and voltage deviation
The purpose of the objective function is to reduce simultaneously both fuel cost and voltage deviation. The transformed single objective function next equation ( To prove performance of the suggested hybrid CS-KHA, the large-scale IEEE 118-bus system is deliberated for study goal, the essential characteristics are presented in [43] . In general, the efficiency of the proposed algorithm is excellent for variables' higher number in constrained optimization problems. Therefore, CS-KHA method is utilized to the system to decrease fuel cost. Hence, this case's objective function is presented by (27) . The CS-KHA is implemented so as to get the optimal settings for this case and the gained results are presented in Table10. In this case, minimizing the fuel cost's fundamental objective produce to a value of 135260.45$/h by CS-KHA, the most minimal when compared with other recent studies' substantial results as seen in Table 11 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In present study, a new Meta hybrid heuristic CSKH technique has been suggested to solve the problem of OPF. By merging the merits KU/KA operator of CS technique with the KH technique. Hence, the KH is improved and the CSKH algorithm is evaluated numerically.
The detailed expression of a new variant of KH algorithm is given, and the KU operator is adjusted dynamically in KU process. In the proposed hybrid CSKHA, a greedy option was used, often surpassing the standard CS and KH. Moreover, so as to more ameliorate the CSKH's exploration, each generation of end KA operators will be a small number of poor krill thrown away, and replaced by new randomly generated krill. The problem of OPF has been expressed as a constrained optimization problem where many objective functions have been taking into account to decrease the fuel cost, to enhance the voltage stability and to improve the voltage profile. However, non-smooth piece-wise quadratic cost objective function has been deliberated. The feasibility of the suggested CS-KHA technique for solving problems of OPF is confirm by apply three standard test power systems. The results of the simulation prove the success and robustness of the suggested method to solve problem of OPF in small and large test systems. In addition, the suggested methods in this study achieve significantly better than several other equivalent optimization techniques in obtaining solutions of OPF. Decrease in hourly operation cost has been based almost in whole the cases studied in the context of this literature. In order to add more complex objectives function when solving OPF problems, no method is the best way to solve all OPF problems. Therefore, there is always a require for a new method, capable of successfully solving as many OPF problems as possible. However, increased capability is often achieved by hybridizing method and deterministic optimization techniques. In the future, different settings of optimization techniques used in this article are chosen by trial and error to improve convergence characteristics and these settings can be optimized for improved effectiveness. Various types of sources energy, like solar cells, wind turbines can be involved in solving OPF problems. [37] 135333.4743 ABC [37] 135304.3584 BBO [37] 135263.7289
